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A Miracle in the Ocean 

Dan is a great sailor. He spends more time 

on the sea than on land 

 

He has an old 

treasure map that 

he has read for 

years.  

Early one morning 

he packs a bag with 

some bread and 

water and sails 

away to find the 

treasure 

 
 

Without early warning, the good weather 

turns into a heavy storm. The sail breaks 

and Dan loses his way in the ocean 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suddenly, the good weather turns into a 

heavy storm. The sail breaks and Dan loses 

his way in the ocean. 

 

 

 

His heart breaks when he is sure 

he will never see his family again. 

He hangs his head in sadness.  

He prays to God: "please hear my 

prayer and save me!" 
 

 

Suddenly a dolphin appears, leading him to 

a beach that looks like heaven! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dan realizes that this is the island on his 

map. He measures footsteps and finds a 

great treasure buried in the sand. Dan is 

pleased. He returns with the treasure 

over the ocean to his family. 
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Word List 

1 

 

appear  

2 

 

early  

3 

 

great  

4 

 

hear  

5 

 

heart  

6 

 

heaven  

7 

 

measure  

8 

 

ocean  

9 

 

please  

10 

 

realize  

11 

 

treasure  

12 

 

weather  
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Game: TANGO 

 

1. Divide the cards, equally, between the players.  

2. Players place their card packs face down on the table in front of them. 

3. The players all draw a card from their card packs, and show them to the other 

player(s). 

4. If both cards have an "EAR"/ "EA" word,  

a. The first player that notices it grabs the object from the table and 

gets the opportunity to read aloud the words. 

b. If he says them correctly- he gets his friend's pile of cards, 

c. If not- the opponent gets the chance to say the words correctly. If he 

does, he gets the cards on the table. 

5. The goal is to have more cards than your opponent at the end of the game. 

 

Recommended word cards (you can make others, or use fewer): 

beautiful are bake 

easy her take 

leave red mistake 

mean track crane 
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real racket prepare 

year trick scare 

please strap care 

heaven Arabic does 

realize crime crocodile 

measure admire garden 

appear like remote 

treasure listen alone 
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weather ball trombone 

head small before 

bread pretty angry 

read library protecting 

ocean family does 

early friend crocodile 

earth dress garden 

heart careless angry 
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great finally protecting 

break cracking computer 

heard escaping wonderful 

learn setting have 

near truck every 

hear hungry travel 

bear under blanket 

wear grateful prize 
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swear Jerusalem between 

thank January school 

mother picture nature 

answer temperature water 

yesterday cracking escaping 

Saturday setting Thursday 

place truck hungry 

circle under Cinderella 
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orange grateful Jerusalem 

general January geography 

important picture afraid 

cried temperature nature 

have party every 

travel hour around 

blanket children because 

wonderful toward able 

 


